Walking Wild Safari
Day 1 - Nairobi
Arrive at Jomo Kenyatta International Airport. Met by your car & driver and transferred to The
Emakoko.
The Emakoko is a uniquely-designed lodge that is situated on 15 acres of land bordering Kenya’s Nairobi
National Park that will be opening in December 2011. The isolated lodge is in an idyllic location just 20
minutes from Nairobi’s airport and the city’s main attractions. The Emakoko offers travelers a welcome
respite from overcrowded Nairobi and gives them a bona fide wilderness safari experience despite its
close proximity to the city.
The Emakoko is a twenty-bed luxury lodge that’s artfully built into the side of a valley on the Mbagathi
River, which borders the park. Nairobi National Park creates a natural barrier between the lodge and the
hustle-bustle of the city, with ample opportunities for wildlife viewing and time in nature. All of the
rooms overlook the river and the park, and are surrounded by stunning trees, including the majestic
Migumo (fig) trees which play an important part in Kenya’s traditions. Guests are treated to views of a
large variety of wildlife like lions, zebras, hippo, rhino, giraffe, and more, while enjoying the relaxing
comfort and natural beauty of the lodge.
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Day 2-5 (4 nights)
Lewa Wildlife Conservancy, Walking Wild
After breakfast you will be transferred to Wilson Airport to catch scheduled Safarilink flight to Lewa
Conservancy . This is where you will be met at the airstrip by your private guide & team of camels from
Walking Wild. You will begin your walk from the airstrip.
Walking Wild is a walking safari experience through some of Kenya’s best wildlife viewing habitats – the
Lewa Wildlife Conservancy and two Maasai Community Conservation areas, Il Ngwesi and Lekurruki.
These 3 areas provide some of the most stunning landscapes in Africa and are home to a wide variety of
game including the “Big Five” (rhino, elephant, lion, leopard and buffalo), over 420 species of birds,
reticulated giraffe, cheetah, numerous different antelopes and endangered species such as the Grevy
zebra and sitatunga.

Professional guides lead the walking safaris with all nights spent camping out under the stars. You will
traverse a variety of ecosystems, enabling you to experience the diversity of flora and fauna that the
areas have to offer. The focus of the safari is learning about the ecosystems as well as the local Maasai
culture. You will be taught tracking techniques and other vital bush skills, as well as how to identify and
understand the behavior of the insects, plants and animals. Local Maasai warriors will join you to give
you insight into traditional Maasai customs.
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Day 6 – Nairobi
After breakfast, you will be transferred to the Lewa Conservancy airstrip where you will catch the
scheduled Safarilink flight to Nairobi. Upon arrival at Wilson Airport you will be met by your car & driver.
They will be available to you for the rest of the day until your departure home from Jomo Kenyatta
International Airport.

